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Baltics call for unified European ‘Frontline’
Ukraine’s new government: more oligarchic, more pro-Russian
Ukraine’s new government: more oligarchic,
more pro-Russian.
Ukraine introduces new plan to ward off
Coronavirus.



Fake: Coronavirus to bring food shortages to
Ukraine. Jackie Chan has coronavirus. Ukraine
legalizes violence and private armies to fight in
Donbas.

 


Baltics call for unified European ‘Frontline’
against Russian disinformation.

The Baltic Pipe case: disinformation at the
service of the Kremlin’s energy policy.

MH17: debunking Russian disinformation.

Putin’s best buddy in Ukraine ramps up antiSoros smear campaign.

StopFakeNews with Marko Suprun (No. 275).

Left: 298 Empty
Chairs: Victims’
families demand
Russia admit
liability on eve of
MH17 trial
Right: Portnikov:
Putin’s coalition
now rules
Ukraine.

Hybrid War and consequences for Europe

Ukrainian Government reshuffle 6 months in: what does it mean? 
What if? Hybrid War and consequences for
Europe (part 1)
Putin unintentionally highlights that Russia’s
war on Ukraine is both ancient and fateful,
Inozemtsev says. The current war, the
Russian commentator points out, is “not
between Ukraine and Russia but between
Ukraina-Rus and Muscovy”.
Ukrainian Government reshuffle 6 months in:
what does it mean?
Cabinet of unjustified hopes: what can
Ukrainians expect from new government.
The legacy left by former Prosecutor General
Rouslan Riaboshapka.
Old and new risks. What are the threats facing



Ukraine’s economy in 2020?
The post-democratic president. What kind of
image has Volodymyr Zelenskyy created for
himself abroad?
Somewhere in the middle. What is it that
voters in free Donbas like about Zelenskyy?
Lectures in bars. Are public talks and lecturing
becoming a regular way to spend free time in
Ukraine?
The Vovchukhiv Offensive-a little-known
military operation by the Galician Army in the
Polish-Ukrainian War 1918-1919.
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Russian hybrid army continues shelling civilian areas
Russia pulls 90,000 troops, 1,100 tanks, planes to Ukrainian
border
Mar.9. Russia-led forces strike Ukraine
medical vehicle in Donbas.

Ukraine wants to take back 200 people in the
next prisoner exchange.

Pentagon signs contract to produce more U.S.
javelins for Ukraine.

6 years of Russian aggression and war
criminals whom Ukraine cannot prosecute.

Russia pulls 90,000 troops, 1,100 tanks,
hundreds of planes to border with Ukraine.

Disillusion in Donetsk: former separatist
inmate says 'No one wants to stay' in Donbas.

Russian hybrid army continues shelling of
civilian areas in Donbas (Informnapalm).
The potential winter unfreezing of the Donbas.
The strategic winners and losers at Normandy.
Foreign minister: Ukraine won’t resume water
supply to occupied Crimea.

Right:

Left: Interview with
tank commander
Bohdan Pantiushenko
Right: Ukrainian
soldiers and their cats
(photos)

Russia "fully destroyed" political rights in Crimea
The march of dis-integration
Russia "fully destroyed" political rights in
Crimea – Freedom House.
Fate of Crimea traitors: "They either quit or
serve in remote Russian regions".
Russia resorts to punitive psychiatry against
tortured Crimean Tatar rights activist.
.

Jehovah’s Witness sentenced to 6 years for
praying at home in Russian-occupied
Crimea.
Russian court throws Crimean Tatar

defendants out of court for asserting their
rights.
The march of dis-integration. The selfproclaimed republics in occupied Donbas are
changing their rhetoric about returning to
Ukraine and are more actively imposing the
attributes of a statelet...
Luhansk militants sentence Ukrainian to 12
years for “state treason”.
“In my native Donetsk somebody is being
savagely tortured right now”, Aseyev.
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Government reshuffle raises concerns over reform agenda
Official version in journalist Sheremet murder defies common
course.
sense
Week's balance: Parliament reshuffles
Cabinet, coronavirus reaches Ukraine, while
Turkish company vows completion of Dnipro
bridge in Zaporizhia.
Ukraine's government reshuffle raises
concerns over reform agenda.
Government reshuffle, Prosecutor General’s
dismissal: what is it all about? (uacrisis)
Meet Denys Shmyhal, Ukraine’s new prime
minister. One of the concerns voiced
regarding Shmyhal in media is that he is,
possibly, allied with the richest oligarch in
Ukraine Rinat Akhmetov.
A new Government for Ukraine: one female
minister and "indispensable" Arsen Avakov.
The Ukrainian parliament has passed a noconfidence vote in Prosecutor-General
Ruslan Ryaboshapka, the latest move in a
reshuffle that saw the prime minister and
most of his government ousted.
Prosecutor General Riaboshapka dismissed
for “lack of results,” opponents claim decision
is political.
Zelenskyy tells G7, EU ambassadors reboot
of government will not affect Ukraine's



Fitch affirms Ukraine at 'B', outlook positive.
Fitch expects Ukraine will continue
cooperation with the IMF under a new multiyear programme. Fitch expects weakening of
hryvnia, 3.5% GDP growth in 2020.
“Rebel, Love, and Protect Your Rights”:
Ukraine's Women’s Day March 2020.
EU to join investigation of abuse on the part
of Akhmetov’s DTEK.
Official version in journalist Sheremet murder
defies common sense.
Freedom House ranks Ukraine as 'partly free'
country in 2020.
Government cancels proposed Labor reform.
President signs amendments to Tax Code
regarding amber production.
The United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) plans to invest up to
USD 38 million over four years to build
Ukraine’s cybersecurity capabilities.
Observation of Wuhan evacuees in central
Ukraine over: everybody free to go home.

Left: Ukrainians
launch smart lamp
on Kickstarter and
reach the goal
Right: Ukrainian
police search home
of lawyer criticizing
controversial
Sheremet arrests.

Almost 22,000 households in Ukraine use solar panels
Smart technology to reduce mosquito-borne disease
Almost 22,000 households in Ukraine use solar
panels - Energy Efficiency Agency.
How the private space company Firefly
Aerospace’s Dnipro production facility is
arranged: photo story.

SEMCS startup offers smart technology to
reduce mosquito-borne disease.
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Jamming with junk:
Ukrainian craftsman
transforms trash into
music.

The population of Kyivan Rus spoke Old Ukrainian
Svitolina claims Monterrey title

Ukrainian-born Oscar winner Andreicheva on
filmmaking and life in Ukraine.

Svitolina claims Monterrey title.

The population of Kyivan Rus spoke Old
Ukrainian, says historian.

Left: Fencer Olga
Kharlan gets a Barbie
lookalike.
Right: Uman Island of
Love is among top 10
International Mountain,
Nature and Adventure
Photo Contest (UA)
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